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Thanks, Buff for circulating the meeting information as the newsletter has been delayed.
The April meeting minutes are now posted on the website.
Spring Sale
The spring sale, as usual a one day event, will be on Saturday, May 9th.  That is the day before 
Mothers' Day, so keep in mind people who will be shopping for the occasion... Most are mothers 
treating themselves!  Our Raku meeting is at the beginning of that week (May 4th), so keep in 
mind what you might make.  Raku can add a jewel-like feature to a display.
Sandy Blain 
This potter is a ceramics teacher in Mesa, Arizona.  In March I attended a one day workshop 
she presented in Phoenix.  Sandy is mainly a hand builder who stamps (taps with a hammer), 
drags, rolls, and stretches textured designs into slabs.  Her work has a fresh and gestural 
quality, but there is also a lot of control involved.  She works primarily with Red (grogged) Bmix 
as she likes to pick up a pot and see the rich earthy red-brown on the bottom.  However, she 
finds her glazes look better on a white surface, so sprays a coat of White Bmix on her pieces 
when they are leather hard, leaving the bottom red.  She has a huge collection of 'found' texture 
makers from nuts & bolts to packaging material.  She sometimes highlights textures with bright 
underglaze before bisquing.  Glazing involves spraying at least 5 colours and ending with a thin 
clear over the underglaze.  She uses a combination of commercial and personal glazes.  A fun 
hands-on workshop.  I don't have enough junk in the garage here to create much of a stamp 
collection.


Everything you need to know
Is in the minutes.  As Buff indicated, there is a lot happening.  Check out everything that the 
guild has lined up!  Read the minutes.  Email me if you need the website password information.
Cloth & Clay
Marilyn Dickson and I are having a 2 Person show at the Station House Gallery in September.  
Opening night is September 3rd.  Exciting, but panic may soon set in.




The Arizona connection met for lunch before Eleanor headed north.
We all play with clay while we are here... Otherwise we wouldn't be here!
See you sometime in May.  Christy R. (Grandma-to-be!)


